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PREFACE 

Tm: writing of this book has given me far more trouble 
than I bargained for when I began it. I had not got 
far with it before I began to see clearly enough where 
the main difficulties would arise. It would not be hard 
either to expose the shortcomings of a planless economy 
or to expound the underlying principles of economio 
planning in a purely theoretical .ay. But I doubted 
whether a purely theoretiCal exposition would afford 
much practical help to a world in distress; and in fact 
I ended by discarding altogether from the present 
volume those chapters in which I had endeavoured to 
work out some of the more intricate theoretical 
problems of a planned Socialist economy. I had 
prepared, for example, chapters dealing in some detail 
with the theoretical basis of pricing commoditieS under 
a planned system of production, with the structure 
of a Socialist Budget under a complete system of 
planning, and with the methods of financing inter
mediate transactions in an economy based on a planned 
distribution of incomes ,nd a collective method of 
accumulating capital. But in ilie end 1 diScarded all 
these, as matters likely at present to interest only a 
fraction of the readers to whom a book on economio 
planning in its broader aspects is likely to appeal. 
I did not want to be more t«hnical than it was 
absolutely necessary to be; and I felt more hope of 
writing usefully about these issues if I could first get 
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vi PREFACE 
certain of the more elementary principles of a planned 
economy plainly stated and understood. 

I wanted, however, to deal not only with the 
principles of planning, but also with the methods of 
applying them and the machinery which a planned 
economy would have to create for the control of its 
affairs. . Here a further difficulty at once confronted 
me. The economic machinery of any society is bound 
to bear a close relation to its political machinery, both 
national and local; and this applies most of all to a 
society which sets out to plan its economic life under a 
system of collective control. The economic structure 
of such a society must be closely co-ordinated with its 
political structure; for at a host of points these two are 
bound to touch. and ~tersect. This being so, it is 
impossible to define the machinery of economio plan
ning without making assumptions about the political 
structure to which it is to be related. For example, if 
the parliamentary system remains in being the 
economic machine must be so adjusted as to fit in with 
the conditions of final parliamentary control, and with 
a Cabinet system of government deriving its authority, 
at any rate in theory, from a sovereign Parliament. 
If, on the other hand, this assumption is not made, 
at once a host of different possibilities, from Sovietism 
and Syndicalism to Fascism and Syndicatism, is opened 
up. But to consider all these endless possibilities would 
involv~ writing a book, not about economic planning, 
but about the future of politics as well as industry; 
and such a book would either have to be several times 
as long as this one, or necessarily fail to come to grips 
with the problems of economic planning with which 
it was originally designed to deal. I cut the knot. 
and limited the size of my book, by assuming that 
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planning was to be introduced under a parliamentary 
system. modified in such a way as to make possible the 
handling of the greatly increased range of publio 
activities which the institution of a planned economy 
would be bound to ipvolve. Similarly. I assumed a 
local government structure of the same order as that 
which at present exists. though here again I had 
to admit considerable modifications arising out of 
the expanded scope of collective organisation and 
control. 

These two assumptions in effect involved a third
the institution of a planned economy by means. not of 
a violent revolution carrying with it the complete over
throw of the established forms of political organisation, 
but of constitutional action through the use of these 
established forms of organisation in a new way. and 
for an essentially new purpose. This assumption. too. 
I had to leave undiscussed because I could not have 
considered its implications without writing yet another 
book. But I felt that I was justified in making the 
assumption because there is in fact no possible doubt 
that the great mass of those ·who desire to change the 
basis of the existing economio order in Great Britain 
hope to achieve this change by constitutional methods 
and not by revolution. Conceivably at some future 
time. as a result of events either in Great Britain or in 
the outside world. this attitude may change. But it 
undoubtedly exists to-day, and must be taken as 
a datum by anyone who is writing about economio 
policy with the existing situation in view. I do not 
think myself that it is likely to change speedily save 
as the result of the impact of forces from outside 
Great Britain. For although British Capitalism is 
in decay, it remains strong enough to carry on without 
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positive breakdown for a long time yet, unless there 
is a decisive worsening of world conditions. 

In the past few years the British economic system 
has shown very clearly its strength in standing up 
to acute world depression and dislocation of the 
financial machine. We have been able to lose a 
substantial part of our foreign trade and of our receipts 
from overseas investments without any sharp fall 
in the standard of living, except for the unemployed 
section of the people; and already there has been at 
least some small recovery from the conditions of 
1931. In these circumstances I see no reason to suppose 
that the British economic_ system is of its own 
momentum approaching a crisis likely to bring about 
a dramatic collapse. I do see reason to suppose that 
intensified conditions of international competition 
will make it progressively harder to raise the standard 
of living of the British workers, and may cause this 
standard to be positively depressed. I do see reason 
to suppose that the problem of unemployment will 
be found insoluble within the limitations of capitalist 
industry. But these forces, dangerous and powerful 
as they are, are not by themselves enough to bring 
about a po~itively revolutionary situation. If such a 
situation does arise, it is far more likely to come 
either through complete collapse elsewhere, carrying 
with it the destruction of British export trade on 
such a sca~e as to make impossible the purchase of 
the minimum of imports required for preserving the 
standard of living at a tolerable level, or, more probably, 
as a result of renewed world war. 
, But it is not very profitable to discuss, in the present 

state of mind of the British public, including t~ 
British Socialist public, what would happen if, from 
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either of these causes, a decisively revolutionary 
situation did emerge in this country. At any rate 
I have not regarded the discussion of these possibilities 
al falling within the scope of the present book, which 
I accordingly present to my readers, not as an account 
of how planning would have to be introduced into 
Great·Britain or into any other country in face of a 
complete, collapse of both the economio and the 
political institutions or Capita.liem, but rather as an 
outline of the problem as it meets us here and now
compelled as we are under the existing conditions 
to make a choice between working for the revival 
of private enterprise on the old lines and attempting 
to substitute a different economio system designed 
to unloose the chained up forces or production and 
to give to the entire people a wider and more abundant 
life. 

NOTE 
The questions discussed in this book have been 

further developed in some of their aspects in certain 
of my other writings-notably (1) Studiu in World 
Economiu (1934), (2) Economic Tracl8/qr 1M Timu 
(1932), and (3) The Nue Ten Year" in Briti8h Social 
and Economio Policy (1929). Further aspects are dealt 
with in (4) Brit;"h Trade and Industry (1932), (5) The 
Intelligenl Man'" Guide through World Cka08 (1932), 
and (6) Whae Everybody Wanta to K7WU1 about Money 
(1933). The principal related studies are listed below, 
the number following the title indicating in which or 
the above books the further treatment is to be found. 

CJLll'TERS 

Ia:ndII Ou, Unused Wealth (I), TM World 
Criai" (5). 
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him, and then fixes his maximum payment. But whether 
the whole of this payment goes to the legal own~r of 
the land, or whether part is taken by a local authority, 
clearly does not affect the tenant as tenant. Consequently, 
if the applicant in the course of his bargaining finds that 
the farm or villa he wants is burdened with a local charge, 
he will deduct that charge from his estimate of what he 
can afford to pay the owner. 

Arthur Young's rule for ~certaining rent.-Here, for 
example, is the advice given to applicants for farms by 
Arthur Young in his Farmers Calendar published at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century. 

" Ascertainment of Rent.-This is a very important part of 
the business in hiring a farm. • . • The principal point 
here necessarI to touch on, is the combination of rent, rates, 
and tithes in:")he sum. Knowing the capital intended to 
be invested, estimate the interest of it at not less than 10 

per cent., and then calculate the expenses and the produce: 
the former deducted from the latter, leaves that sum which 
the farmer can afford to pay in these three species of rent. 
Deduct further the t£thes and rates, and the remainder is 
what he can afford to pay the landlord. If rent be valued 
in any other way, it must be erroneously and deceitfully 
done, and no dependence can be placed upon it." 1 

In practice there is little doubt that the majority of 
mtending tenants, both in town and country, do take, the 
precaution of inquiring what rates or taxes they will have 
to pay, and vary accordingly their estimate of the maximum 
rent which they can afford to pay. If, then, they always 
paid this maximum we should be entitled to say that the 
whole burden of the rates fell upon the landlord; for 

1 Young's Farmer's Calendar, p. 485. 
• 
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clearly he' would have obtained still more rent if there 
had, been no rates. In practice, however, most tenants, 
whether of house or farm or factory, obtain their tenancies 
for considerably less than the .maximum_they would have 
been willing to pay, and this fact greatly alters the whole 
aspect of the problem.- The effect produced can best be 
seen in those tenancies where the landlord contracts to pay 
the rates. In such tenancies, which are especially common 
in the case of workmen's houses, it is usually argued that 
the landlord recoups himself for the rates by exacting a 
higher rent, and by way of proof people, point to the fact 
that an increase in the rates is often followed by an in
crease in rents. But this can only occur when rents are 
tending upwards in consequence of a growing demand for 
houses. If there were a decline in the demand for houses 
there could be no increase in rents, whatever burdens 
might be imposed on the landlord. What really happens 
is that an increase in local rates furnishes an excellent 
excuse for raising rents that have been allowed to remain 
lower than the market value. A general upward tendency 
of rents in a district will not, of its own accord, produce 
an increase in the rent of a particular house. The 
actual moment must come when the landlord goes to his 
tenant and tells him that, for the future, his rent will 
be raised from 6s. a week to 6s. 6d.; and any landlord, 
however crudely commercial he may be, will prefer that 
this moment should be preceded by some event which 
will give a plausible excuse for the unpleasant message. 

Free Educa.tion and increased rents.-It must be 
admitted that some landlords are easily satisfied in the 
matter of plausibility. If the accounts that appeared in 
provincial papers were correct, many owners of working-
A 
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capital, in addition to the tax on incomes. Both taxes are 
payable quarterly. The income-tax starts with incomes of 
£45 a year, and rises with rapid gradations. For example, 
a man with £50 a year pays 6s. by way of income-tax; a 
man with £100 pays 31S. An abatement is made for 
every child under fourteen resident with its parents. 

In Saxony the income-tax starts with incomes of £20 a 
year, and is graduated. There is an additional tax on 
property, as in Prussia, and the same arrangement with 
regard to children. 

In Bavaria a definite distinction is drawn between earned 
and unearned incomes. The rates on the latter are very 
much higher than on the former, the difference being speci
ally marked on the smaller incomes. In both cases the tax 
is graduated, and every person, however small his income, 
has to pay something. For example, a person in Bavaria 
earning an income of £ 25 a year pays 6d.by way of income
tax; a person enjoying a~ unearned income of the same 
amount pays 12S. Again, on an earned income of £100 
the tax is 12S., on an unearned income of the same amount 
it is 70S. 

In Austria there is a graduated income-tax, starting with 
incomes of £50 a year. A rebate of £21 is made from 
every income derived from labour, physical or mental. A 
further rebate is made for children incapable of earning 
their living. 

In Switzerland various forms of graduated income-tax a.J;'e 
in force in different cantons, and various devices are em
ployed to place a heavier burden on incomes derived from 
property than on those derived from personal exertion. 

In Holland there is a graduated income-tax, combined 
with a graduated property-tax. Incomes derived from 
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industry are taxed at abQut three-fifths Qf the rate Qf 
incQmes derived frQm property. 

The abQve illustratiQns Qf what is already dQne in Qther 
countries sufficiently demQnstrate that it is practically 
PQssible to. secure bQth the graduatiQn and the differentia
tiQn Qf the incQme-tax. 

An equitable substitute.~The accQmplishment o.f this 
refQrm .wQuld secure all that is valuable in the prQgramme 
Qf the land-taxers, but would secure it by equitable means. 
The land-taxer PQints, with just indignatiQn, to. the spectacle 
Qf the wealthy landowner drawing an incQme, for which he 
dQes nQt wQrk, Qut Qf the labQur Qf Qthers who. tQil in
ce$santly; and he rightly demands that such a man shQuld 
be taxed at a higher rate than a man who. wQrks fQr every 
penny he receives. To. that prQPQsitiQn no. exceptiQn can 
be ,taken, but it applies to. the stQckQwner equally with the 
lardQwner. There . is no. reaSQn whatever why a man 
whQse incQme is derived frQm CQnsQls Qr railway stQck Qr 
gas shares shQuld be taxed at a lQwer rate than a man 
whQse incQme is derived from land. Both incQmes are 

. drawn frQm the wealth that the wQrkers Qf the cQuntry
manual a~d mental-dally create; Qr, if the phrase be 
preferred, bQth incQmes represent a tQll levied by private 
persQns upon the industry Qf the natiQn. The wQrkers 
WQuid undeniably be better Qff if this tQll to. the drones 
ceased to. exist, but surely in aiming at its reductiQn we 
are mQrally bQumP\Q try and secure fairness as between 
Qne drone and anQther. Even drQnes have a claim to. 
justice, and it WQuld be mQnstrQusly unjust to. ruin a 
minQrity Qf them cQmpletely, while allQwing the majQrity 
to. go. sCQt-free. NQt Qnly WQuid this be unjust, but it 
WQuld be financially fQQlish. It was shown ill a previQus 
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By Horace F. Jane., F. C. S. With 3.0 
Diagrams. Cr. 8vo. 3S. 6d. 

THE COMPLETE SCHOOL CHEMISTRY. By F. 
Oldham, B.A. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 

AN OItGANIC CHEMISTRY FOR SCHOOLS AND 
TECHNICAL INSTITUTES. By A. E. Dunstan, 
B.Sc.(Lond.), F.C.S. lllustrated. Cr.8vo. 

ELEMENT ARV SCIENCE POR Pu PIL TEACltERS. 
PHYSICS SECTION. By W. T. Clough, 
A.R.C.S. (Lond.), F.C.S. CHEMISTRY 
SECTION. By A. E. Dunstan. E.Sc. (Lond.), 
F .C. S. With 2 Plates and 10 Diagrams. 
C,..811" 2S. 

Methuen's Simplifled French Texts 
Edited by T. R. N. CROFTS, M.Ao. 

One Shilling each. 
L'HISTDIRE n'UNE TULIPE. Adapted by T. R./ LA CHANSON DE ROLAND. Adapted by H. 

N.Crofts, M.A.' Rieu, M.A. . 
ABDALLAH. Adapted by J. A. Wilson. Mt!MOIRES DE CADICRON. Adapted by J. F. 

Rhoades .. 

Methuen's Standard Library 
In Sixpenny Volumes. 

THE STANDARD LIBRARY is a neW' series of volumes cont:;tining the great classics or the 
world, and particularly the finest works of English literature. All the great masters will be 
represented, either in complete works or in selections. It is the ambition of the publishers to 
place the best books of the Anglo-Saxon race within the reach of every reader, so that the 
series may represent something of the diversity and splendour of our English tongue. The 
characteristics ofTHR STANDARD LIBRARvare four :-1. SOUNDNESS OF TEXT. 2. CHEAPNESS. 
3. CLEARNESS OF TYPE. 4. SIMPLICITY. The books are well printed on good paper at a 
price which on the whole is without parallel in the history of publishing. Each volume con· 
tains-t\-om 100 to 250 pages, and is issued in paper covers, Crown Bvo, at Sixpence net, or in 
cloth 'gilt at One Shilling net. In a few cases long books are issued as Double Volumes 
or as Treble Volumes. 

The f>Howing hooks are ready with the exception of those marked with at, .which denotes 
that the hook is nearly ready :- . 
THE!: MEDITATIONS OF MARCUS AURELIUS. 

The translation is bv R. Grave.". 
THE NOVELS OF JANE AUSTEN. In 5 volumes. 

VOL. I.-Sense and Sensibility. 
ESSAYS AND COUNSELS and THE Nnw 

ATLANTIS. By Francis Bacon, Lord 
Verulam. 

RELIGio MEDICI and URN BURIAL. By 
Sir Thomas Browne. The text has been 
collated by A. R. Waller. 

THE PILGRIM'S PROGRES..c;. By John Bunyan. 
REFLECTIONS ON THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. 

THEB~o~~u:~~S~~e~~ OF ROBERT'BuRNS. 

Double Volume. 
TnE ANALOGY OF RELIGION, NATl1RAL AND 

REVEALED. By Joseph Butler, D.D. 
THE POEMS OF THOMAS CHATTERTON. In 2 

volumes. • 
Vol. I.-Miscellaneous Poems. 
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METHUEN'S STANDARD LIBRARY-Continuta. 

tVol. n.-The Rowley Poems. 
tTHE NEW LI~E AND SO~NETS. By Dante. 

Translated into E"glish by D. G. Rossetti. 
TOM JONES. By Henry Fielding. Treble Vol. 
CRANFORD. By Mrs. Gaskell. 
THE HlSTORY OP' THE DECLINE AND FALL OF 

TH" ROMAN EMPIRE. By Edward Gibbon. 
In 7 double volumes. ' 

The .itext and Notes have been revised by 
J. B. IlTiry, Litt.D., but the Appendices of 

ttte more expensive edition are not given. 
tTHE V,CAR OF WAKEFIELD. By Oliver 

Goldsmith. 
THE POEMS AND PLA VS OF OLIVER GOLDSMITH. 
THE WORKS OF BEN JO~SON. 

VOL. I.-The Case is Altered. Every Man 
in His Humour. Every Man out of His 
Humour. 

Vol. II.-Cyntbia\; Revels; The Poetaster. 
Thetext has been collated by H. C. Hart. 

THE POEMS OJ' JOHN KEATS. Double volume. 
The Text has been collated by E. de 
Selincourt. 

ON TJiE IMITATION OF CHRIST. By Thomas 
a Kempis . 

. The translation is by C. Bigg, DD., 
Canon of Christ Church. 

A SERIOUS CALL TO A DEVOUT AND HOLY 
L,FE. By William Law. 

THE POEMS OF JOHN MILTON< In 2 volumes 
Vol. I.-Paradise Lost. 

THE PROSE WORKS OF JOHN M,LTON. 
VOL. 1.-Eikonok1.stes and The Tenure of 

SEL~~n~:::s ~:~7:Tt:~~AS MORE. 
VoL 1.-Utopia and Poems. . 

THE REPUBLIC OF PLATO. Translated by 

Sydenham and Taylor. Double Volume. 
The translation has been revised by 
W. H. D. Rouse. I 

THE Ll'TTLB FLOWERS ott' ST. FRANCIS. 

THE TW~:::e:,..b~;~~~,~~Yg~~tESl'EARI!. In 
10 volumes. 

VOL. t.-The Tempest; The Two Gentlemen 
of Verona; The Merry Wives of Windsor; 
Measure for Measure; The Comedy ot 
Errors. 

VOL.il.-~Iucb Ado About Nothing; Love's • 
Labour IS Lost; A Midsummer Nil~t'5 
Dream; The Merchant of Venice; As You 
Like It. 

VOL. IlI.-Tbe Taming oftbe Shrew; AlI·s 
WeHthat Ends Well: Twelfth Night; The 
Winter's Tale. 

Vol. Iv.-The Life and Death of King John; 
The Tragedy of King Richard the Second; 
The First Part of King Henry tv.; Tbe 
Second Part of King Henry IV. 

Vol. v.-Tbe Life of King Henry v.; The 
First Part of King Henry VI. ; The Second 
Part of King Henry VI. 

Vol. vI.-The Third Part of King Henry 
VI.; The Tragedy of King Richard Ill. ; 
The Famous History of the Life of King 
HenryvIJ1. 

THE POEMSOF.PE~CV BYSSHE SHELLEV. In 4-
volumes. 
Vol. 1.-lI.lastor; The r.,mon oflhe World; 

The Revolt of Islam, etc • 
• The Text has been r,vised by C. D. Locock. 

THE LIFE OF NELSON. By Robert Southey. 
THE NATURAL HISTORV AND ANTIQUITIES OJ' 

SELBORNE. By Gilbert White. 

Textbooks of Technology 
Edited by G. F. GOODCHILD, M.A., B.Sc., and G. R. MILLS, M.A. 

Fully Illustrated. 
How TO MAKE A DRESS. By J. A. E. Wood. ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER: An Inlre. 

Fourth Edition. Cr.8vo. IS.6d. duction tl1 the Study of Electrical Engineer-
CARPENTRV AND JOINERY. By F. C. Webber. iog. By E. E. Brooks, B.Sc. (Lond.). 

Fifth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3$.6d. Second Master and Instructor of PhYSICS 
MILLINERY, THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL. and Eltctrical Engine.ering,. Leicester 

By Clare Hill. Third·Edition. Cr. Bvo. Technical School, and W. H. N. James, 
os. A.R.C.S., A.I.E.E., Assistant Jnstrtlctor 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF TEX· of Electrical Engineerin~ MahcJ¥.:ster 
TILE DESIGN. By Aldred F. Barker. nemy Municipal Technical School Cr.S"o. <IS; 6d. 
Svo. 7S. 6d. ENGINEERING WORKSHOP PRACTIc81 ~ By 

BUILDERS' QUANTITIES. By H, C. Grubb. C. C. Allen, Lecturer on En8ine~ing, 
Cr. 8vo. 4S. 6d. Municipal Technical Institute, CilVoatry. 

REPOUSSE METAL WORK. By A; C. Horth. With many Diagrams. Cr. Bvo. ". 
Cr. Bvo. 2$. 6d. 

Handbooks of Theology 
Editet by R. L. OTTLEY, D.D., Professor of Pastoral Theology at Oxford, • 

and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford. 
The 'fries is intended, in part, to furnish the clergy and teachers or students of 

Theology with trustworthy Textbooks, adequately representing the present position 



MESSRS. METHUEN'S CATALOPU~ 

Flndlater (Jane H.). A DMtGHTER OF I Nesbit, E. (Mrs. Bland). THE LITER· 
STRIFE. . ARY SENSE. 

Flndlater (Mary). OVER THE lULLS. Norris (W. B.). AN OCTAVE. 
Fitzltepben (a.). MORE KIN THAN MATTHEW AUSTIN. 

KINO. " TJ{EDESPOTIC LADY. 
Fletcher (J. S.). DAVID MARCH. OIIphlUlt(Mrs.). THE LADY'S WALK. 
LUCAN THE DREAMER. SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE. 
FOJ'I'eSt (R. E.). THE SWORD m' THE TWO MARY'S. 

AZRAEL. , Pendered (M. 1..). AN ENGLJSHMAN. 
Prands (M. B.). MISS ERIN. Penny (Mrs. Frank). A MIAD MAR. 
GalIOD(1'om). RICKER BY'S FOLLY. AGE. 
Gerard (DorotIIea). THINGS THAT Phillpotts (Eden). THE STRIKING 

HAVE HAPPENED. HOURS. 
THE CONQUEST OF LONDON. FANCY FREE. 
THE SUPREME CRIME. Pryce (Richard). TIME AND THE 
aUchrist(R. Murray}. WILLOWBRAKE WOMAN. 
alanvlUe (Ernest). THE DESPATCH Randall (John). AUNT BETHlA'S 

RIDER. BUTTON 
THE LOST REGIMENT. Raymond (Walter). FORTUNE'S DAR· 
THE KLOOF BRIDE. LING 
TH& INCA'S TREASURE. Rayner (Olive Pratt). ROSALBA. 
aordon (Julien). MRS. CLYDE. RhYB (Orace). . THE DIVERTED VIL. 
WORLD'S PEOPLE. LAGE. 
GOBS (C. F.). THE REDEMPTION OF IUckert(Edlth).OUTOFTHECYPRESS 

DAVID CORSON. SWAMP. . 
Or~ru~' ,M'Queen). MY STEWARD. Roberton(M. H.). AGALLANTQUAKER. 
Hales (A. G.). JAIR THE APOSTATE. Russell, (W. Clark). ABANDONED. 
Hamilton (Lord Ernelt). MARY HAMIL. Saunders (Marshall). ROSE A CHAR. 

TON. LlTTE. 
Harrison (Mrs. Burton). A PRINCESS Sergeant (Adeline). ACCUSED AND 

OF THE HILLS. Illustrated. ACCUSER 
Hooper (I.). THE SINGER OF MARLY. BARBARA'S ·MONEY. 
HOU_llb (Emerson). THE MISSISSIPPI THE ENTHUSIAST. 

BUBBLE. A GREAT LADY. 
'Iota' (Mrs. Callyn). ANNE MAULE· THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME. 

VERER. THE MASTER OF BEECHWOOD. 
Jepson (Eclnr). THE: KEEPERS OF UNDER SUSPICION. 

THE PEOPLE. . THE YELLOW DIAMOND. 
Keary (C. F.). THE JOURNALIST. THE MYSTERY OF THE MOAT. 
Kell)' (Florence Finch). WITH HOOPS THE PROGRESS OF RACHAEL. 

OF STEEL. 
Lanlrbridge (V.) and Boarne (c. H.). Shannon (W. P.). JIM TWELVES. 

THE VALLEY OF INHERITANCE. Stepbens(R. N.). AN ENEMY OF THE 
Lawless (Hou. Emily). MAELCHO. KING. 
Linden (AmlJe). A WO_N OF SENTI. Strain (E. H.). ELMSLlE'SDRAGNET. 
~ENT(N lal JOSIAH'S WI E Stringer(Artbur). THE SILVER POPPY. 
Lus:'(tg'bar':!:K;') THE AUTOJRATS Stuart(E.m~). CHRISTALLA. 

• • . A WOMAN OF FORTY. 
~C::~eJ1. (Anne). THE STORY OF Satherlaad (Duchess of). ONE H0UR 

M~To~~. (Harold). THE ~UPPET S::n~A~:l!).N!3~E GROWN COLD. 
MackJe (P~lae Bradford). TilE VOICE Swift (Ben/amin). SORDON. 

IN THE' DESERT. SIREN CItV. 
Marsb (Rlcbard). THE SEEN AND Tanqueray (Mrs. B. M.). THE ROYAL 

THE UNSEEN. QUAKER. 
GARNERED. Thompson (Vance). S PIN N E R S 0 F 
A METAMORPHOSIS. LIFE. . 
MARVELS AND MYSTERIES. Trafford-Taunton (Mrs.E.W.). SILENT 
BOTH SIDES OF THE VEIL DOMINION. 
Mayall (J. W.). THE CYNIC AND THE U)lWard(AIIen). ATHELST4NE FORD. 

SYREN. Walneman (Paul). A HEROINE FROM 
Mende (L. T.). RESURGAM, BlyitJ'J>isH LAKE 
Monkbouse (Allan). LOVE IN A LIFE. Watson (H. B. Marriott). T"-l<' SKIRTS 
Moore (Artburl. THE KNIGHT PUNC. OF HAPPY CHANCE. 'Y" 

TILIOUS. 'Zack.' TALESOFDUNSTABLEWEIR. 



FICTION 

B~ks for Boys and Glfls 
Illustrated. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d. 
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THE GETTING WELL OF DonOTa... By Mrs. SYD BELTON: Or, the Boy who would not go 
W. K. Clifford. Second Edition. • to Sea. By G. Manville F~Dn. 

ONLY A GUARD·RooM DoG. By Edith E. THE RED GRANG!!. By Mrsr Molesworth. 
Cathell. A GIRL OP THE PIIOPLL By 1. T. Meade. 

THE DOCTOR OF THE JULIET. By Harry Second Edition. 
CoIliDglVood.. HEPS .. G,,,,,,. By 1. T. Meade. 2&. 6J. 

LITTLE HTER. By Lucas Malet. S_nd THE HONOURABLE MISS. By 1. T. Meade. 
Edition. Second Edition. 

MASTER ROCI<AI'ELL.Ut'S VOVAGE. By W. THERE WAS ONCE A l'luNCI!. By Mrs. M. E. 
Clark Russel~ Third Edition. Mann. 

THE SECRET OF MADAME DE MOl<LUc. By WHEN ARNOLD COMES HOME. By Mrs. M. E. 
the Author of" Mdlle. Mori." Mann. 

'!'he Novels of Alexandre Dumas 
Price 6d. DtnlOle Volumes, IS. 

ACT". 
THE ADYENT\1RES OF CAPTAIN PAMPHILE. 
AMAURY. 

LourSE DE LA VALLIERE. Being the first 

b~~bl! .Jo~:m~.lCOM.TE DE BRAGELONNE. 

MAITRE ADAM. TljE BIRD OF FATE. 
THO: BLACK TULIP. THE MAN IN THE IRON MASK. Being 
THE CASTLE OF EpPSTEIN. 
CATHERINE BLUM. 

the second JY~rt of THE VrcoMTR DR 
BRAGELONNE. Double volume. 

CECIL!!. THE MOUTH OF HELL. 
THE CHEVALIER D'HARMENTAL. Double NANON. Double volume. ' 

'Volume. PAULINE; PASCAL BRUNO; and BONTEKOE. 
CONSCIENCE 
THE CONVICT'S SON. 
THE CORSICAN BROTHERS; and QTHO THE 

ARCHER. 
CRop·EARED JACQUOT. 
THE FENCING MASTER. 
FERNANDE. 

PKRE LA RUIN!!. 
TilE PRINCE OF TIfIRv"". 
THE REGENT'S DAUGHTER. 
THE REMINlSCENCl£S" OF ANTONY. 
ROBIN HOOD. . 
THE SNOWBALL and SULTANETTA. 
SVLVAllLJRE. 
TALES OF THE SUPERNATURAL. GABRIEL LAMBERT. 

GEORGES. 
THE GREAT MASSACRE. Being the first part of 

Queen Margot. 

THE THREB MUSKETEERS. With" long 
Introduction by Andrew Lang. Double 
volume. 

HENRI DE NAVARRI!. Being the secoDd part 
of Queen Margot. 

TWENTY YEARS AFTER. Double volume. 
THE WILD DUCK SHOOTER. 

THE LADY.OF MONSOREAU. THE WOLF·LEADER. 

Methuen's SiXpenny BoollIl 
A1banesi (E. M.). LOVE AND LOUISA. THE MT,JTABLE MANY • 
..,usten (Jane). PRIDE AND PRE· Benson(l3. P.). DOne. 

'~'. 
'\.' 

JUDICE. Bronti{Charlotte). SHIRLEY. 
Bagot (R.lchard). A ROMAN MYSTERY. Brownell (C. L.J. THE HEART OF 
Balfour (Andrew). BY STROKE OF JAPAN. 

SWORD. Burtoll (J. Bloandelle). ACROSS THE 
Qarlng-OouId (s.). FURZE BLOOM. SALT SEAS." . 
CHEAP JACK ZITA. Cafiyn (Mra)., (' Iota). AmtE MAULE. 
KITTY ALONE. Vf£RER. 
U RITH Capes (Bernard). THE LA K E ·0 F 
THE BROOM SQUIRE. WIN:£. 
IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA. Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). A FLASH OF 
NORMI. . SUMMER. 
A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES. II1ustrated. MRS. KEITH'S CRIME. 
LITTLE TU·PENNY. Connell (F. Norreys). THE NIGGER 
THE FR<ffiISHERS. KNIGHTS. 
WINE FRED. Corbett (Julian). A BUSINESS IN 
Barr (R.obert). . JENNIE BAXTER, GREAT WATERS. 

JOURNALIST. Croker (Mrs. B. M.J. PEGGY OF THE 
IN THErtMIDST OF ALARMS. BARTONS. 
THE COUNTESS TEKLA. A STATE SECRET. 


